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RFB technology, still suffer from performance fading over long-term cycling. To
fundamentally understand the reliability and degradation mechanism, and to eventually
develop models for life prediction are becoming critical topics for large scaled systems in
smart grid integration application. Our team’s strategy aims to develop diagnostic tools and
in-situ accelerated testing protocols for VRFB. In particular, the accelerated stressor
lifetime testing (ASLT), by selecting stressors (high voltage, current density, catholyte and
anolyte starvation, and temperature) and systematically investigating their levels, will be
developed. Our initial work involved in-situ measurement development for long-term
cycling and the study on high voltage stressor. In this work, a new stressor of high current
will be investigated, and a stable reference electrode (RE) will be developed for a scaled
VRFB.

b) Reliability Study: High Current Stressor
Capacities and Efficiencies Fading over 500 Cycles w/ Remixing at every ~100 cycles
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Increasing current density leads to the significant decrease in capacity and efficiencies (EE
& VE), but the less significant fading upon cycling (the mechanism study is under way).

Objectives and Approaches:
Charge-Discharge Voltage Profiles and In-Situ Monitoring Individual Electrode Potentials
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▪ The development of an ultra-stable reference electrode based on a dynamic hydrogen
electrode (DHE) with novel design to decouple the cathode and anode and enable in-situ
monitoring individual electrode during long-term cycling.
▪ The study of high current stressor involves a range of current density: 80-240 mA/cm2,
with electrolyte remixing at every ~100 cycles (until 500 cycles), as well as the periodic
measurements of EIS and polarization curves (at every ~50 cycles).
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a) A Stable DHE Reference Electrode Development for a Scaled VRFB
A Novel Design of DHE in a VRFB
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Increasing current density leads to the significant increase in overpotential, with the
decreased open-circuit voltage (OCV) at the top of charge and the increased OCV at the
bottom of discharge, which pushes more on the membrane and anode.

Polarization Curves (After Remixing)
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The newly developed reference electrode, based on a DHE with novel design of platinum
(Pt) electrodes [1], demonstrated the recorded high accuracy and long-term stability
throughout hundreds of cycles, from an in-house [2] to a scaled VRFB [3].
Reliability Investigation by Newly Developed DHE: Voltage (V) Profiles & Overpotential (V) Measurements
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Increasing current density leads to the polarization increase (more related to the mass
transport limitation) of full cell, which is more dominated by the membrane and anode.
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Summary and Future Work:

For our scaled VRFB, the anode has a larger contribution to the overall cell degradation
upon long-term cycling; however, the cathode reaction plays a much more dominant role
than the anode reaction in limiting the capacity particularly in the discharge process [3].
References: [1] Patent application No. 63/228,655;[2] Q. Huang et al 2020 J. Electrochem. Soc. 167 160541; [3] Q. Huang et al 2021, submitted
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▪ An ultra-stable RE based on a dynamic hydrogen electrode (DHE) with novel
design was first developed, which demonstrated the recorded high accuracy and
long-term stability throughout 500 cycles for a scaled VRFB.
▪ Stressor study on high current indicates that increasing current density leads to
the significant decrease in capacity and efficiencies, but the less significant
performance decay during cycling.
▪ Further in-situ measurement of individual electrode potential and polarization
curves indicates that the high current causes the increase in overpotential
(polarization), which is more dominated by the membrane and anode.
▪ Other single-stressors (such as catholyte or anolyte starvation) and designed bistressors will be studied in future to establish the ASLT protocol.
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